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Abstract
Standard results on the connection between sequential functions and wreath product of semi-
groups are generalized to innite words. The denition of wreath product is rst extended to
!-semigroups, the proper algebraic framework to study innite words. The denition is used
to extend the wreath product principle, which, in essence, gives a combinatorial description of
languages recognized by a wreath product. Finally, these properties lead to new decomposition
results for varieties of !-semigroups. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
It is well known that semigroups are a very powerful tool in the study of rational
languages of nite words. The cornerstone of this theory is Eilenberg’s theorem which
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between classes of nite semigroups closed
under homomorphism, subsemigroup and nite product and classes of rational lan-
guages closed under boolean operations, cancellation and inverse morphism. The most
famous result in this direction is Schutzenberger’s result which states that a language
has a star-free regular expression if and only if it is recognized by a semigroup which
contains no group.
After some pioneering work by Perrin [7] and Pecuchet [5,6], Eilenberg’s result was
extended to innite words by Wilke [15,16]. The proper framework is the theory of
!-semigroups which are, roughly speaking, semigroups equipped with an additional
innite product.
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Sequential functions are functions that can be realized by a deterministic nite au-
tomaton. The image of a nite word is output along the unique path labeled by this
word in the automaton. Since the input is read from left to right, this class of func-
tions is well suited for innite words. Many natural operations on languages can be
viewed as taking the inverse image of the language by a particular sequential function
[12]. Using Eilenberg’s correspondence, these operations on languages correspond to
operations on semigroups [10]. For instance, taking the inverse image of an language
by a sequential function corresponds to the wreath product of semigroups.
The aim of this paper is to extend to innite words the links between wreath prod-
uct and sequential functions [10]. We rst dene the wreath product of !-semigroups.
We prove that the inverse image of a rational language of innite words by a se-
quential function is recognized by the wreath product of an !-semigroup recognizing
the given language and an !-semigroup associated with the transducer realizing the
function. We then prove an extension to innite words of the wreath product princi-
ple which conversely gives a combinatorial description of languages recognized by a
wreath product. Finally, these properties lead to new decomposition results for varieties
of !-semigroups which can be applied to decompose !-languages.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall in Section 2 the basic notions of
rational languages and !-semigroups. In Section 3, we dene the wreath product of two
!-semigroups. We prove in Section 4 that the inverse image of a language recognized
by an !-semigroup S by a sequential function  is recognized by the wreath product of
S and M where M is the transition semigroup of an automaton realizing . Section 5 is
devoted to the wreath product principle. In Section 6, we give the two decomposition
results for the varieties of !-semigroups.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation
In this section, we introduce notation that will be used throughout the paper. Func-
tions and especially morphisms are denoted on the right. If f is a function and t is
an element of the domain of f, the image of t by f is denoted by tf. This notation
is particularly convenient when composition of functions is concerned. If f and g are
two functions such that the image of f is included in the domain of g, the function
fg is the function which maps any element t of the domain of f to tfg = (tf)g.
In this paper, functions dened on a semigroup will often be applied to a product of
elements of the semigroup. When s1; : : : ; sn are elements of a semigroup S, we use
square brackets and and write [s1    snf] instead of (s1    sn)f to denote the image
of the product s1 : : : sn by f.
In order to avoid naming functions, we denote by t 7! E, the function which maps
t to the expression E.
We mainly deal with semigroups in this paper. We refer the reader to [1{4] or to
[10] for complete introductions. In particular, we often use the Green’s relations (see
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[4, p. 45] or [1, p. 123]) denoted by D;R;L and H. We denote respectively by D(s),
R(s), L(s) and H (s), the D, R, L, and H-class of s. For an element s of a nite
semigroup S, we denote by s the unique idempotent which is a power of s.
In the sequel, we use classes of nite algebras (semigroups and !-semigroups)
closed under the taking of nite products, quotients and subalgebras [1]. These classes
are usually called varieties or pseudo-varieties when emphasis on the distinction with
usual Birkho’s varieties is needed. In this paper, we only deal with pseudo-varieties,
and we will call them simply varieties since no confusion is possible.
2.2. Words and languages
For background on automata and rational languages of nite words, see [9] and for
background on !-automata and rational languages of innite words, see [14].
When A is a xed alphabet, the set of nite words over A is denoted A+ and the
set of innite words over A is denoted by A!. In order to distinguish between nite
and innite words, we call language a subset of A+ and !-language a subset of A!.
An 1-language L is a pair (L+; L!) where L+ is a language and L! is an !-language.
By convention, a language L+ (respectively, an !-language L!) can be considered as
the 1-language (L+; ;) (respectively (;; L!)).
2.3. !-semigroups
In this section, we recall the denition of !-semigroups. An !-semigroup is roughly
speaking a semigroup with an additional innite product. This product maps innite
sequences of elements to an element of the !-semigroup. This notion is due to Pin
and Perrin. For a complete presentation, the reader is referred to [11].
An !-semigroup is a pair S = (S+; S!) where S+ is a semigroup and S! is a set
equipped with the two following operations in addition to the semigroup operation
of S+:
1. A left action of S+ on S! : (s; u) 7! s  u.
2. An innite product:  : SN+ ! S!.
These operations satisfy the following axioms:
1. The action of S+ on S! is associative: for s; t 2 S+ and u 2 S!
s  (t  u) = (st)  u:
2. The innite product is !-associative, in the sense that for any sequence (sn)n0
of elements of S+ and any strictly increasing sequence (ni)i0 of integers with n0 = 0,
one has
(s0; s1; s2; : : :) = (t0; t1; t2 : : :):
with ti = sni : : : sni+1−1
3. The left action is compatible with the innite product: for s and (sn)n0 of ele-
ments of S+, one has
s  (s0; s1; s2; : : :) = (s; s0; s1; s2; : : :):
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The associativity of the operations allow us to denote all operations by mere concate-
nation with su instead of s  u and s0s1s2    instead of (s0; s1; s2; : : :).
For an !-semigroup S =(S+; S!), the semigroup S+ is called the +-part of S while
S! is called the !-part of S. For a given !-semigroup S, we will use freely the
notation S+ and S! to denote respectively the + and !-part of S.
Example 1. The pair (A+; A!) with the usual operations is an !-semigroup. It will be
denoted by A1 in the sequel.
Given two !-semigroups S = (S+; S!) and T = (T+; T!), a morphism ’ from S to
T is a pair (’+; ’!) consisting of a semigroup morphism ’+ : S+ ! T+ and of a
mapping ’! : S! ! T! preserving the left action and the innite product.
Algebraic concepts like !-subsemigroup, quotient, division are easily adapted to
!-semigroups.
2.4. Finite !-semigroups
When an !-semigroup S = (S+; S!) is nite (this means both S+ and S! are nite),
a key result due to Wilke [16] states that the innite product is totally determined by
the elements of the form s! = sss    .
Theorem 2 (Wilke [15,16]). Let S+ be a nite semigroup and S! a nite set. Suppose
that there exists a left action S+S! ! S! and a map from S+ to S! denoted s 7! s!
satisfying the following equations for every s; t 2 S+:
(sn)! = s! for every n> 0; (1)
s(ts)! = (st)!: (2)
Then the pair S = (S+; S!) can be equipped; in a unique way; with a structure of
!-semigroup such that for every s 2 S+; the product sss    is equal to s!.
Conversely, given an !-semigroup S=(S+; S!), we can always dene a map s 7! s!
from S+ to S! by setting s! = sss    for any s 2 S+. This map obviously satises the
equations of Theorem 2. We can then identify a nite !-semigroup with an algebra
(S+; S!) equipped with a left action and a map s 7! s! satisfying the Eqs. (1) and (2)
of Theorem 2.
This result of Wilke is a non-trivial result, based on a consequence of Ramsey’s
theorem, which we now give.
Theorem 3 (Ramsey). Let ’ :A+ ! S be a morphism from A+ into a nite semigroup
S. For every innite word x 2 A!; there exists a pair (s; e) of elements of S such
that s= se and e2 = e; and a factorization x= x0x1x2    as a product of nite words
such that x0’= s and xn’= e for n> 0.
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This motivates the following denition. A linked pair of a nite semigroup S is a
pair (s; e) of elements of S such that s= se and e2 = e. A factorization x= x0x1x2    of
an !-word x such that x0’= s and xn’= e for n> 0 for a linked pair (s; e) is called
a Ramseyan factorization with respect to the morphism ’. Two linked pairs (s1; e1)
and (s2; e2) are conjugated if there exists x1; x2 2 S+ such that s1x1 = s2, x1x2 = e1 and
x2x1 = e2. The conjugacy relation between linked pairs is an equivalence relation.
2.5. Varieties of !-semigroups and varieties of 1-languages
In this section, we review the correspondence between varieties of !-semigroups and
varieties of 1-languages. This result which extends Eilenberg’s Theorem to innite
words is due to Wilke [15]. This result will be needed in the proof of Theorem 19.
As expected, a variety of !-semigroups is a class of !-semigroups closed under the
taking of nite products, quotients and !-subsemigroups. A variety of 1-languages
is a class of rational 1-languages closed under boolean operations, the taking of in-
verse image by morphism and the taking of quotients. Recall that the quotients of an
1-language L are the 1-languages of the form w−1L, Lw−1 and w−!L for some nite
word w where w−1L = fu jwu 2 Lg and w−!L = fu j (wu)! 2 Lg. Wilke’s theorem
states that there exists a one to one correspondence between varieties of !-semigroups
and varieties of 1-languages. For a detailed presentation, the reader is referred to [11].
3. Denition of the wreath product
In this section, we dene the semidirect product and the wreath product of two
!-semigroups. We follow the traditional outline. We rst give the denition of the
semidirect product of two !-semigroups and we use this denition to dene the wreath
product of two !-semigroups. These notions extend the usual semidirect product and
the usual wreath product of semigroups [1, p. 265].
3.1. Semidirect product
In this section, we rst dene the semidirect product ST where S is an !-semigroup
and T is a semigroup. Then, we dene this semidirect product when both S and T are
!-semigroups.
We dene the semidirect product S ’ T with respect to a left action ’ of the
semigroup T on the !-semigroup S. We start with the denition of a left action. Let
S = (S+; S!) be an !-semigroup and T be a semigroup. A left action of T on S is a
monoid morphism ’ : T 1 ! End S where End S denotes the monoid of endomorphisms
of S. This morphism ’ maps any element t 2 T 1 to an endomorphism ’(t) of S. The
unit of T 1 is mapped to the identity of S. The image ’(t)(s) of any element s 2 S
by ’(t) will be denoted by ts. Since ’ is a morphism, we have t(t
0
s) =tt
0
s for any
s 2 S and any t; t0 2 T 1. Since ’(t) is an endomorphism of S = (S+; S!), we have
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t(ss0)=t s ts0;t (s  s!)=t s  ts! and t(s!)= (ts)! for any t 2 T 1, s; s0 2 S+ and s! 2 S!.
Those relations allow us to omit parentheses in expressions like ts!.
With an action of T on S, we associate a semidirect product S ’ T which is the
!-semigroup (S+  T; S!) with the product, the left action and the operation s 7! s!
being, respectively, dened by
 (s; t)(s0; t0) = (s ts0; tt0);
 (s; t)  s! = s t s!;
 (s; t)! = s0 t0 s0! where (s0; t0) is the idempotent (s; t).
We have to prove that this denition is consistent, that is, the operations given above
really endow S  T with a structure of !-semigroup.
In order to simplify the proof of consistency of the denition, we will rst prove the
following lemma. This lemma states that it suces to verify that an operation s 7! s!
satises the relation (st)! = s(ts)! when both st and ts are idempotent to insure that
the relation is satised for all s; t.
Lemma 4. Let S = (S+; S!) be a pair of nite sets where S+ is a semigroup. We
suppose that there is a left action of S+ on S!. We also suppose that there is a
function s 7! s! from S+ to S! satisfying (sn)!=s! for any s 2 S+ and (st)!=s (ts)!
for any s; t 2 S+ such that st and ts are idempotent.
The function t 7! t! then satises (st)! = s  (ts)! for any s; t 2 S+ and the pair
S = (S+; S!) is endowed with a structure of !-semigroup.
Proof. Let s; t be elements of the nite semigroup S+. The elements x = s and y =
t(st)−1 satisfy xy=(st) and yx=(ts). Thus we have (st)!=(xy)!=x(yx)!=s(ts)!.
We now prove that the denition of S ’ T is consistent.
Proof (of consistency of the denition of the semidirect product). The product dened
on S ’ T is the usual semidirect product S+ ’ T of the semigroups S+ and T . It is
straightforward to verify that this product is associative and that the left action is
also associative. It remains to show that the operation s 7! s! satises the required
Eqs. (1) and (2). Eq. (1) is obviously satised since (s; t)! only depends on the
idempotent (s; t). By Lemma 4, it suces to verify Eq. (2) when both products
(s; t)(s0; t0) and (s0; t0)(s; t) are idempotent. We then suppose that (s; t)(s0; t0)=(s ts0; tt0)
and (s0; t0)(s; t) = (s0 t
0
s; t0t) are idempotents. The following computations are rather
tedious but they are pure routine.
(s; t)  ((s0; t0)(s; t)! = (s; t)  (s0 t0s; t0t)!
= (s; t)  (s0 t0s  t0t(s0 t0s)!) since (s0 t0s; t0t) is idempotent
= s  t(s0 t0s  t0t(s0 t0s)!) by denition of the left action
= s ts0 tt
0
s  tt0t(s0 t0s)!
= s ts0 tt
0
s tt
0ts0  tt0t(t0s s0)! using (st)! = s(ts)! in S
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= s ts0  tt0t(t0s s0)! since s ts0 tt0s tt0ts0 = s ts0
= s ts0  (tt0tt0s tt0ts0)!
= s ts0  (tt0s tt0ts0)! since tt0tt0 = tt0
= s ts0  tt0(s ts0)!
= (s ts0; tt0)! since (s ts0; tt0) is idempotent
= ((s; t)(s0; t0))!:
Although the semidirect product S ’ T is dened for a specic left action ’ of T
on S, we will omit the reference to ’ designating it simply by S  T .
We now come to the denition of the semidirect product S  T when both S and T
are !-semigroups. Let S and T = (T+; T!) be two !-semigroups. We dene S  T as
S T+. Thus, the semidirect product S T does not depend on the !-part of T . It only
depends on S and on the +-part of T .
3.2. Wreath product
In this section, we dene the wreath product of two !-semigroups. This notion
extends the usual wreath product of semigroups [1, p. 266].
If S=(S+; S!) is an !-semigroup and E is any set, we dene SE as the set (SE+; S
E
!)
of pairs (f+; f!) where f+ and f! are, respectively, functions from E to S+ and
to S!. The set SE is naturally endowed with a structure of !-semigroup where all
operations are performed componentwise. Furthermore, when the set E is a semigroup
T+, there exists a natural left action of T+ on the !-semigroup ST+ , that we now
describe. If (f+; f!) belongs to ST+ and t is an element of T+, we dene t  (f+; f!)
as (t  f+; t  f!) where the functions t  f+ and t  f!, respectively, map any element
t0 of T+ to [t0tf+] and [t0tf!]. It is pure routine to check that this really denes a
left action of T+ on ST+ . This action will be called the canonical left action of T+ on
ST+ .
We are now able to dene the wreath product of two !-semigroups. Let S=(S+; S!)
and T = (T+; T!) be two !-semigroups. We dene the wreath product S  T as the
semidirect product ST
1
+  T where the action of T 1+ on ST
1
+ is canonical left action of
T 1+ on S
T 1+ .
The +-part of the wreath product S  T is the usual wreath product S+  T+ of the
semigroups S+ and T+. An element of the +-part of S T is then a pair (f+; t) where
f+ is a function from T 1+ to S+ and t is an element of T
1
+. An element of the !-part of
S T is a function f! from T 1+ to S!. We will see that if the pair ((f1; t1); (f2; t2)) is
a linked pair of S T , the element (f1; t1)  (f2; t2)! has a relatively simple expression.
Since ((f1; t1); (f2; t2)) is a linked pair, we have t1t2 = t1 and [tf1][tt1f2] = [tf1] for
any t 2 T 1+.
(f1; t1)(f2; t2)! = (t 7! [tf1][tt1f2][tt1t2f2]!)
= (t 7! [tf1][tt1f2]!): (3)
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4. Inverse image of sequential functions
Sequential functions are dened [3] as functions from A+ to B+ realized by deter-
ministic nite automata with output. This kind of automata is usually called transducer.
With a slight restriction, this denition can be extended to innite words. A transducer
T is a deterministic automaton (Q; A; B; q0; ; ) where Q is the nite set of states, q0
is the initial state and A and B are the input and output alphabets. Since the automaton
is deterministic, the transitions are given by a right action of A on Q which maps any
pair (q; a) of Q  A to a state q  a of Q. This right action is naturally extended by
associativity to A+ by setting q ua=(q u) a. The output function  of the transducer
maps any pair (q; a) of Q  A to a word over the alphabet B. The word q  a is the
output when the automaton reads the letter a from the state q. This output function
is also extended to Q  A+ by setting q  ua = (q  u)((q  u)  a). The word q  u
is the output when the automaton reads the word u from the state q. The function 
realized by the automaton is by denition the function which maps any nite word u
to u = q0  u.
The function  can be extended to innite words in the following way. Let x =
a0a1a2 : : : be an innite word and let xn be its prex a0 : : : an. The image xn is equal
to the word
xn = (q0  a0)((q0  a0)  a1)((q0  a0a1)  a2)    ((q0  a0    an−1)  an):
If the output (q0 a0    an−1)an is nonempty for an innite number of integers n, the
length of the words xn is not bounded and the sequence of words xn converges to
an innite word y. We can then extend the sequential function  to innite words by
setting x=y. The word y is actually the output of the transducer T when it reads the
word x from the initial state q0. The assumption that the output is nonempty innitely
often is true if there exists no loop in T with an empty output. In the sequel, we
always suppose that the sequential function satises this condition. This in particular
true if for any pair (q; a) of Q  A, the word q  a is not empty.
We recall here the denition of the transition semigroup of an automaton. Let A=
(Q; A; q0; ) be an deterministic automaton. Any nite word u denes a function u
which maps any state q to q u. By denition, the transition semigroup of A is the set
fu j u 2 A+g of all functions u with the composition of functions as inner product.
The function  is actually a morphism from the free semigroup A+ to the transition
semigroup of the automaton. This morphism is called the canonical morphism from
A+ to the transition semigroup.
If the language L of nite words is recognized by the semigroup S and if  is a
sequential function realized by the transducer T, the language L−1 is recognized by
the semigroup S  M () where M () is the transition semigroup of T [10, p. 106].
We extend here this result to innite words. It is worth mentioning that the notation
M () is a bit ambiguous even if it is widely used in the literature. The semigroup
M () actually refers to the transition semigroup of the transducer dening . Dier-
ent transducers dening the same function  may have dierent transition semigroups.
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Fig. 1. Transducer 1.
However, it can be shown that there exists a minimal automaton realizing a given
function . The notation M () refers to the transition semigroup of this minimal au-
tomaton. Furthermore, it turns out that this semigroup divides the transition semigroup
of any other transducer realizing the function .
Theorem 5. Let  :A+ ! B+ be a sequential function realized by the transducer
T = (Q; A; B; q0; ; ) and let M () be the transition semigroup of the automaton
(Q; A; q0; ). If the !-language LB! is recognized by the !-semigroup S; the !-
language L−1A! is then recognized by the !-semigroup S M ().
Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, we will illustrate the result by the
following example.
Example 6. We consider the sequential function realized by the transducer pictured in
Fig 1. In the gure, each transition q a!p is labeled by a=q  a. This means that the
transducer reads a and outputs qa. This transducer transforms a at odd positions into
b and leaves the other letters unchanged. (The letters of innite words are numerated
from zero.) The !-language L = (Aa)! of words having an innite number of a is
recognized by the !-semigroup S = (f0; 1g; f0!; 1!g) with the left action dened by
the relations 00! = 10! = 0! and 01! = 11! = 1!. The language L−1 is the set of
words having an innite number of a at even positions. The transition semigroup of
the transducer T is the 2-elements group Z=2Z. The language L−1 is then recognized
by the !-semigroup S  Z=2Z.
We now come to the proof of the theorem.
Proof. Let ’ :B1 ! S a morphism recognizing the !-language L. We denote by
 :A+  M () the canonical morphism from A+ onto the transition semigroup of the
automaton (Q; A; q0; ). By denition of the morphism , the function u maps any
state q to q u for any nite word u. Thus the equality q u=q(u) holds for any state
q and any nite word u. We dene the morphism  :A1 ! S M () by setting for
any letter a of the alphabet A.
a = (t 7! (q0t  a)’; a):
We claim that the morphism  recognizes the language L−1. We rst establish the
key property of the morphism  .
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Lemma 7. For any nite word u 2 A+; we have
u = (t 7! (q0t  u)’; u):
Proof. The proof is by induction of the length of the word u. By denition of the
morphism  , the result is trivial when u is a letter. Otherwise, we write u= va where
a is letter and v a word of smaller length. Then we have
u = (v )(a )
= (t 7! (q0t  v)’; v)(t 7! (q0t  a)’; a)
= (t 7! ((q0t  v)’)((q0t(v)  a)’); (v)(a))
= (t 7! ((q0t  v)((q0t)  v  a))’; (va))
= (t 7! (q0t  va)’; u)
= (t 7! (q0t  u)’; u):
The following lemma extends the result of the previous one to innite words.
Lemma 8. For any innite word u 2 A!; we have
u = (t 7! (q0t  u)’):
Proof. Consider a Ramseyan factorization u = u0u1u2 : : : such that u0 = (f1; t1) and
ui = (f2; t2) for i> 0 where ((f1; t1); (f2; t2)) is a linked pair of the semigroup
S+  M (). We then have u = (f1; t1)  (f2; t2)!. By formula (3), the function u 
maps any t 2 M () to [tf1][tt1f2]!. We claim that [tf1][tt1f2]! equals (q0t  u)’
for any t 2 M (). Let t be a xed element of M (). Since ((f1; t1); (f2; t2)) is a
linked pair, the relations t1t2 = t1 and t22 = t2 hold. Dene the states q1 = (q0t)  u0 and
qi+1 = qi  ui for i> 0. We can then write the factorization q0t  u = v0v1v2    where
v0 = q0t  u0 and vi = qi  ui for i> 0. By Lemma 7, we have the equalities
v0’= (q0t  u0)’
= [tf1];
vi’= (qi  vi)’
= (q0t  (u0    ui−1)  ui)’
= (q0t(u0    ui−1)  ui)’
= (q0tt1  ui)’
= [tt1f2]:
Since v0’= [tf1] and vi’= [tt1f2] for i> 0, we have (q0t  u)’= [tf1][tt1f2]!.
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 5. The word x belongs to L−1 i x
belongs to L. Since x is equal to (q01  x) where 1 is the identity of M ()1, we have
the equality
L−1 = f(f; t) j 1f 2 L’g −1
which proves that the morphism  :A1 ! S M () recognizes the language L−1.
5. Wreath product principle
The wreath product principle for nite words can be stated in the following way
[13] (see also [10, p. 107]). Any language L of nite words recognized by a morphism
’ :A+ ! S  T into a wreath product S  T of two semigroups S and T is equal to a
boolean combination of languages recognized by T and of inverse image of languages
recognized by S, by a sequential function  which is canonically associated with the
morphism ’.
In this section, we rst recall the denition of the sequential function  associated
with a morphism from A+ into a nite semigroup and we extend the wreath product
principle to innite words.
We give here the denition of the sequential function  canonically associated with
a morphism ’ :A+ ! S from a free semigroup A+ into a nite semigroup S. We
follow the presentation of Pin [10].
Denition 9. Let  :A+ ! S be a morphism from a free semigroup A+ into a nite
semigroup T . Let B be the alphabet T 1A. The sequential function  associated with
 from A+ to B+ is dened by
(a1    an) = (1; a1)(a1; a2)    ((a1    an−1); an): (4)
In order to prove that the function  dened by formula (4) is sequential, we con-
struct a transducer T which realizes the function . The set Q of states of T is T 1 and
the initial state is 1 2 T 1. The right action of the letters on Q is naturally induced by
the right action of T on T 1. For a state s 2 S1 and a letter a, the right action is dened
by s  a= s(a) and the output function is dened by s  a= (s; a). A straightforward
verication shows that the transducer T realizes the function  and that the transition
semigroup M () of T is S.
As we explained at the beginning of Section 4, we extend the sequential function
 to a function from A! to B!. The sequential function fullls the condition since for
any state q of the transducer T and any letter a the output q  a is a nonempty word.
In fact, this output is always a letter and the function  is then letter to letter. The
extension of  to innite words is still denoted by .
Before stating the wreath product principle for innite words, we rst introduce some
notation. Let S=(S+; S!) and T=(T+; T!) be two !-semigroups and let ’ :A1 ! ST
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be a morphism from A1 to the wreath product S T . The  part of S T is the wreath
product S+ T+ of the semigroups S+ and T+. For any nite word u, u’ is then a pair
(f; t) where f is a function from T 1+ to S+ and t is an element of T
1
+. We denote by
 and  the functions which, respectively, map u to the rst and second component of
u’. By denition, we have u’=(u; u). The function  is a morphism from A+ to T+
since it is equal to the composition ’ where  is the canonical projection from S+T+
to T+. The function  is not a morphism but by denition of the wreath product, the
equality [t(uv)] = [t(u)][t(u)(v)] holds for any nite words u and v and for any
element t of T 1+. Let  be the sequential function associated with the morphism  (see
Denition 9). The following theorem extends the usual wreath product principle on
nite words to innite words.
Theorem 10. Let S and T be two !-semigroups. If the !-language LA! is rec-
ognized by the morphism ’ :A1 ! S  T; then L is a nite boolean combination of
languages of the form Y−1 where Y B! is recognized by S.
Theorem 10 is actually more satisfactory than the corresponding result for nite
words. In the case of nite words, the wreath product principle states that a language
recognized by a wreath product S  T can be written as a boolean combination of
inverse images by a sequential function and other languages recognized by T . In the
case of innite words, no language recognized by T is needed and only inverse images
by a sequential function are necessary. In this case, the wreath product principle is an
exact converse of the fact that an inverse image by a sequential function is recognized
by a wreath product.
We now come to the proof of Theorem 10.
Proof. We rst introduce some notation. Let  be a sequential function. For any nite
words u and v, the word u is a prex of the word (uv). We can then dene the
function u−1 by v(u−1)=(u)−1((uv)). The function u−1 is also sequential. Indeed,
if the function  is realized by a transducer (Q; A; B; q0; ; ), the function u−1 is
realized by the transducer (Q; A; B; q1; ; ) where the initial state is q1 = q0  u. It can
also be easily veried that v−1(u−1) = (uv)−1.
Let R be the !-semigroup ST
1
+ = (S
T 1+
+ ; S
T 1+
! ) with component-wise product. The
+-part of this !-semigroup R is the semigroup of functions from T 1+ into S+ with
component-wise product (fg = h i [th] = [tf][tg] for any t 2 T 1+) and the !-part is
the set of functions from T 1+ into S!. Dene the morphism  from B
1 into R by
(t1; a) = (t 7! (tt1)(a)):
We claim that for any innite word u, we have (u) = u’. This proves that
L = −1(L0) where the !-language L0B! is recognized by the morphism  . Since
the !-semigroup R is equal to the direct product of copies of S, the !-language L0
is equal to a boolean combination of !-languages recognized by S. Since taking the
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inverse by a function commutes with boolean operations, L is equal to a boolean
combination of inverse images by  of !-languages recognized by S. We rst prove
a result for nite words.
Lemma 11. For any nite words u and v; we have
(v(u−1)) = (t 7! (t[u])(v)):
Proof. If the word v is equal to a1    an, we have
v(u−1) = (u; a1)((ua1); a2)    ((ua1    an−1); an):
The proof is by induction on the length of v. If the word v is a letter a, we have
a(u−1) = (u; a) and the result is true by denition of  . For v= wa, we have
(v(u−1)) = ((wa)(u−1)) 
= (w(u−1)) ((uw); a) 
= (t 7! (t[u])(w))(t 7! (t[uw])(a))
= (t 7! (t[u])(v)):
The particular case where u =  of this lemma yields the result (v) = v. The
following lemma extends to innite words the result of the previous one when u is
the empty word. We could prove a more general result but this is not needed for the
proof of Theorem 10.
Lemma 12. For any innite word u; we have
(u) = u’:
Proof. Let u = u0u1u2    be a Ramseyan factorization of the word u with respect to
the morphism ’. We suppose that u0’= (f0; t0), ui’= (f1; t1) for i> 0, and that the
pair ((f0; t0); (f1; t1)) is a linked pair of the semigroup S+  T+. The image u’ of u
in S  T is then equal to (f0; t0)  (f1; t1)!. The word u can be written
u = (u0)(u1(u−10 ))(u2((u0u1)
−1))    :
We have then
(u) = (u0) (u1(u−10 )) (u2((u0u1)
−1)   
= (t 7! t(u0))(t 7! (t[u0])(u1))(t 7! (t[u0u1](u2))   
= u’:
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.
6. Decomposition of ! -languages
Some !-languages have no counterpart in the realm of nite words. Consider for
instance the !-language L = (ba)! of words having an innite number of a. The
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membership of a word x to L does not depend of any nite prex of x since any
prex can be added or deleted to x without changing its membership to L. The class
of languages having this property is called I! (this notation will be explained later).
The aim of this section is to use !-languages of I! to decompose any !-language. We
prove rst that any !-language L is the inverse image by a sequential function  of
an !-language of I!. Furthermore, the transition semigroup M () is controlled by L.
As a rational language of nite words has a syntactic semigroup, any rational
!-language has a syntactic !-semigroup which is the smallest !-semigroup which
recognizes this !-language. It is well known that many properties of languages can be
characterized in an algebraic fashion by the use of their syntactic object. For instance, a
language is star-free i its syntactic semigroup is aperiodic, i.e., contains no group [8].
Our aim in this section is the study of !-languages from a point of view which has
no counterpart in the realm of nite words.
According to Arnold [2], the syntactic !-semigroup S=(S+; S!) of an !-language L
is the quotient of A1 by Arnold’s congruence  =(+;!) dened in the following
way. The relation u + v holds for two nite words u and v i for any nite words
x, y and z
xuyz! 2 L , xvyz! 2 L; (5)
x(uy)! 2 L , x(vy)! 2 L (6)
and the relation x ! y holds for two innite words x and y i for any nite word u
ux 2 L , uy 2 L:
The congruence + on nite words is then the intersection of two congruences,
respectively, dened by relations (5) and (6). The former one describes the left action
of the language, i.e, the left action of nite words on innite ones with respect to
the !-language. Two nite words u and v have the same action with respect to the
!-language L i for any innite word x, the equivalence ux 2 L , vx 2 L holds.
We investigate in this section the relations between the left action complexity of an
!-language and its global complexity. We describe how a language with a given left
action (or the quotient semigroup) looks like. For this purpose, we apply the wreath
product to the theory of varieties of !-semigroups.
We rst introduce some notation. We denote by I; A; G and S, respectively, the va-
riety consisting only of the one-element semigroup, the variety of aperiodic semigroups,
the variety of groups and the variety of all semigroups.
By convention, we say that a language L is recognized by a variety V of !-
semigroups if L is recognized by a morphism from A1 into an !-semigroup of V.
Denition 13. Let S = (S+; S!) be an !-semigroup. The action congruence of the
!-semigroup S is the congruence  on S+ dened by
s  s0 , 8u 2 S! su= s0u:
The action semigroup of S is the quotient semigroup act(S) = S+= .
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Fig. 2. !-semigroup.
Example 14. If S is the syntactic !-semigroup of an !-language L, the semigroup
act(S) is equal to quotient A+= where  is the congruence of A+ associated with the
left action of the language (two nite words are -equivalent i they have the same
action on innite ones with respect to the language).
Denition 15. Given a variety V of semigroups, we dene two associated varieties V+
and V! of !-semigroups. The variety V+ is the variety of !-semigroups S = (S+; S!)
such that S+ 2 V. The variety V! is the variety !-semigroups S such that act(S) 2 V.
Since the action semigroup act(S) is a quotient of S+, the inclusion V+V! always
holds.
Example 16. The !-language L= (aba+ b)b! of !-words having a nite and even
number of a is recognized by the !-semigroup S dened in Fig. 2. The elements b and
a2 have the same action. Therefore, the semigroup act S is the group Z=2Z and the
!-language is recognized by the variety G! of !-semigroups whose action semigroup
is a group.
Example 17. An !-semigroup S=(S+; S!) belongs to the variety I! i the left action
is trivial, i.e., for s 2 S+ and u 2 S! we have su= u. It can easily be checked that an
!-language LA! is recognized by an !-semigroup of I! i it satises 8v 2 A+; w 2
A! vw 2 L , w 2 L.
Example 18. For any rational language LA+ of nite words, the !-language AL!
is recognized by an !-semigroup of the variety I!. Indeed, we obviously have vw 2
AL! , w 2 AL! for any word v and any !-word w. It can be proved that any
!-language recognized by I! is, in fact, equal to a nite union of such !-languages.
The following theorem relates the varieties V+ and V! of !-semigroups for any
variety V of semigroups. This result uses the wreath product. A more precise result
using the join operation will be given in Theorem 22 and in its Corollary 23 when the
variety V is aperiodic.
Theorem 19. Let V be a variety of semigroups. The following equality holds:
V! = I!  V+:
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Fig. 3. Transducer 2.
In view of the wreath product principle, this result has the following interpretation.
An !-language is recognized by the variety V! (its action semigroup is in the variety
V of semigroups) i it is equal to the inverse image of an !-language with a trivial
action by a sequential function realized by a transducer whose transition semigroup is
in V.
Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, we will illustrate the result by the
following example.
Example 20. The !-language L= (aba+ b)b! of Example 16 is recognized by the
variety G!. The transducer of Fig. 3 outputs for each letter the input letter and an
additional digit, 0 or 1 according to the parity of the number of a in the prex. The
transition semigroup of this transducer is the group Z=2Z. Let  the sequential function
realized by this transducer. An !-word x 2 A! belongs to L i its image x belongs
to the language X =B(b0)! where B is the alphabet B=fa; b; 0; 1g. The !-language
L is then equal to X−1 and the !-language X is recognized by the variety I! (cf.
Example 18).
Proof. The proof of the theorem is organized as follows. First, we prove the inclusion
I!V+V! with the help of Lemma 21. Second, we prove the incusion V! I!V+.
The rst inclusion is a consequence of the following lemma. This lemma gives an up-
per bound for the action semigroup act(ST ) of a wreath product of two !-semigroups
in the sense of the division relation of semigroups. We recall that a semigroup S di-
vides a semigroup T if S is a quotient of a subsemigroup of T . This division is denoted
S <T .
Lemma 21. Let S = (S+; S!) and T = (T+; T!) be two !-semigroups. We have then
the relation
act(S  T )< act(S)  T+;
where S T is the wreath product of !-semigroups and where act(S)T+ is the usual
wreath product of semigroups.
Proof. Since act(S) is by denition a quotient of S+, we denote by  the canonical
projection from S+ onto act(S). This morphism can naturally be extended to a mor-
phism also denoted by  from S+  T+ to act(S)  T+ in the following way: for any
function f from T 1+ into S+ and any element t of T+, let set (f; t) = (f; t) where
f is the composition of f and . This extension of  from S+  T+ to act(S)  T+ is
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still onto. Indeed, for any funtion h from T 1+ to act(S), it is possible to nd a function
f from T 1+ to S+ such that h= f since  is already onto.
By denition, the semigroup act(S  T ) is the quotient (S+  T+)=  where  is the
action congruence of S T . We claim that the equality (f1; t1)=(f2; t2) implies the
relation (f1; t1)  (f2; t2).
Suppose that (f1; t1)= (f2; t2). We then have t1 = t2 and [tf1]= [tf2] for any
t 2 T+. Let g be an element of the !-part of S  T , i.e., a function from T 1+ into S!.
We have
(f1; t1)  g= (t 7! [tf1][tt1g]):
Since t1 = t2 and [tf1]= [tf2], both elements [tf1] and [tf2] have the same left
action on [tt1g] = [tt2g]. Thus, we also have
(f1; t1)  g= (f2; t2)  g:
Since this equality holds for any function g, we have proved that (f1; t1) and (f2; t2)
have the same left action, i.e., (f1; t1)  (f2; t2). The semigroup act(S  T ) is then a
quotient of (S+  T+)=  where  is the nuclear congruence of .
We are now able to prove the rst inclusion I!  V+V!. When the !-semigroup
S belongs to the variety I!, the action semigroup act(S) is by denition the trivial
semigroup and the wreath product act(S)T+ is equal to T+. Since the action semigroup
act(ST ) divides the wreath product act(S)T+ by Lemma 21, it belongs to the variety
V. The !-semigroup S  T belongs then to the variety V!.
We now prove the second inclusion V! I! V+ using the Eilenberg’s like theorem
proved by Wilke [15]. This result has the following consequence. If any 1-language
recognized by the variety V of !-semigroups is also recognized by the variety W of
!-semigroups, then the variety V is included in the variety W. In order to prove the
second inclusion, it is sucient to prove that any 1-language recognized by the variety
V! is also recognized by the variety I!  V+. Since any 1-language (L+; L!) can be
written (L+; ;) [ (;; L!), it is sucient to prove separately the result for languages of
nite words and !-languages.
We rst prove that any language of nite words recognized by the variety V! is also
recognized by the variety I!  V+. We claim that both varieties recognize all rational
languages of nite words. Both varieties contains the variety I! of !-semigroups whose
action is trivial. It turns out that this variety already recognizes all rational languages
of nite words. Any rational language of nite words is recognized by a morphism
from A+ to a nite semigroup S+. This semigroup S+ can be easily transfomed into
an !-semigroup. Let S = (S+; f0g) be the !-semigroup with a unique element in its
!-part. In this !-semigroup, one has s! =0 for any element s of S+ and the action is
trivial. The !-semigroup S belongs to the variety I! and recognizes the same language
as S+. This proves that any rational language of nite words is recognized by the
variety I!.
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We now prove that any !-language recognized by the variety V! is also recognized
by the variety I! V+. By Theorem 5, it suces to prove that any !-language recog-
nized by V! is the inverse image X−1 of an !-language X recognized by I! where
the sequential function  satises M () 2 V.
Let L be an !-language recognized by the morphism ’ :A1 ! S from A1 to
the !-semigroup S = (S+; S!) which belongs to the variety V!. We denote by  the
morphism from S+ to the action semigroup act(S) = S+= . The image s of an
element s is denoted by _s. We then consider the morphism =’ from A+ to S+= 
and the canonical sequential function  associated with  (see Denition 9). Since the
!-semigroup S belongs to the variety V!, the semigroup S+=  belongs then to the
variety V. The transition semigroup of the transducer realizing  is then in the variety
V. By Theorem 5, it suces to prove that the language L is the inverse image X−1 of
a language X recognized by I! to prove that the language L is recognized by I! V+.
Since  is a morphism from A+ to S+= , the sequential function  associated with 
is dened from A+ to B+ where B is the alphabet B=(S+= )1A . The morphism ’
can be extended to a morphism also denoted by ’ from B+to S by setting ( _s; a)’=a’
for any element s 2 S+ and any letter a 2 A. Dene the set Q= S+=  E(S+) where
E(S+) denotes the set of idempotents of S+. For a pair ( _s; e) of Q, dene _se! as se!.
This denition is indeed consistent: whenever the equality _s = _s0 holds, both s and s0
have the same left action on e! and the equality se! = s0e! holds. For any element
s 2 S+, dene the subset B _s of the alphabet B by B _s = f _sg  A. Let P the image of L
in S. Dene the !-language X B! by
X =
[
f( _s;e)2Qj _se!2Pg
BY!_s;e where Y _s;e = B _sB
 \ e’−1:
A word ( _s1; a1)    ( _sn; an) of B+ belongs to the language Y _s;e i we have _s1 = _s
and (a1    an)’ = e. The image by  of an !-word x = a0a1a2    is the !-word
x=(_s0; a0)( _s1; a1)( _s2; a2)    where s0=1 and si=(a0    ai−1) for i> 0. It is clear that
the !-word x satises x’= se! i x belongs to BY!_s;e. The language L is then equal
to X−1. The !-language X is recognized by I! (cf. Example 18). The !-language L
is then equal to X−1 where  is realized by a transducer with a transition semigroup
in V and where X is recognized by I!.
Theorem 19 describes the variety V! of !-semigroups having an action in V in
term of the variety I! of !-semigroups having a trivial action and the variety V+.
This theorem uses the wreath product which is a powerful tool. The following theorem
gives a more precise description of V! when the variety V is aperiodic. It only uses
the join operation of varieties. We recall that if V and W are two varieties of algebras,
the join variety V_W is the smallest variety containing both V and W. Proposition 24
shows that the assumption that the variety V is aperiodic is necessary.
Theorem 22. Let V and W be two varieties of semigroups. We suppose furthermore
that the variety V is aperiodic (i.e.; VA). The following equality holds
V! \W+ = (I! \W+) _ (V+ \W+): (7)
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Before proceeding with the proof, we give an important corollary of this theorem and
we show that the hypothesis that the variety V is aperiodic is necessary. An interesting
particular case of Theorem 22 is the case where W= S the variety of all semigroups.
We have then the following corollary which shows that Theorem 22 is a renement
of Theorem 19.
Corollary 23. Let V be an aperiodic variety of semigroups. The following equality
holds:
V! = I! _ V+: (8)
In term of languages, this result has the following interpretation. An !-language is
recognized by the variety V! i it is equal to a boolean combination of !-languages
with trivial action and !-languages recognized by the variety V+.
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 22, we show that the assumption that
the variety V is aperiodic is necessary. The inclusion V+ _ (I! \W+)V! \W+ is
always true for any varieties V and W of semigroups but it may be strict as shown
by the following proposition.
Proposition 24. The following inclusions are strict:
G+  I!  G!:
Proposition 24 shows that Eq. (8) of Corollary 23 is not satised by the variety G
of nite groups. This result shows that the assumption in Theorem 22 that the variety
V is aperiodic is necessary. The result of Proposition 24 could actually be proved for
any variety of groups.
Proof of Proposition 24. We rst prove that G+ I!. We claim that if the !-semigroup
S=(S+; S!) belongs to the variety G+, i.e, if S+ is a group, then the set S! is a single-
ton. We show that all linked pairs of a group are conjugated. Let G be a nite group.
The only idempotent of G is the identity 1G of G. Let (g1; 1G) and (g2; 1G) be two
linked pairs of G. These two linked pairs are conjugated since we can take x= g−11 g2
and y=x−1. Since there is only one conjugacy class of linked pairs in a group, the set
S! has only one element and the left action of S+ on S! must be trivial. This proves
the rst inclusion. This inclusion is obviously strict since there exist semigroups which
are not groups.
The second inclusion follows directly from the inclusion IG. We now exhibit
an !-semigroup which belongs to G! but which does not belong to I!. The syntactic
!-semigroup S of the !-language L=(aba+b)b! of Example 16 has Z=2Z as action
semigroup act(S). This !-semigroup belongs therefore to the variety G! but does not
belong to the variety I!.
We now come to the proof of Theorem 22.
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Proof of Theorem 22. We rst claim that it sucient to prove Eq. (7) when V is a
subvariety of the variety W. Let V and W be two varieties of semigroups. Let V0 be
the variety V \W. The variety V0 is obviously a subvariety of W and the equality
V+ \W+ =V0+ holds. We claim that the equality V0! \W+ =V! \W+ also holds. It
is clear that the inclusion V0! \W+V! \W+ holds since V0V. Conversely, if the
!-semigroup S=(S+; S!) belongs to V!\W+, the semigroup act(S) belongs to V and
to W since act(S) is a quotient of S+. The !-semigroup S belongs then to V0! \W+.
Applying Eq. (7) to V0, we obtain Eq. (7) for V.
We suppose now that the variety V is a subvariety of the variety W. From the
inclusions V+W+; V+V! and I!V!, the following inclusions can be deduced:
V+V! \W+;
I! \W+V! \W+:
Since the join (I! \W+) _ V+ is the smallest variety containing both I! \W+ and
V+, these inclusions imply the inclusion
(I! \W+) _ V+V! \W+:
The sketch of the proof of the reverse inclusion is the following: for any !-semigroup
S belonging to V! \ W+, we construct two !-semigroups S1 and S2 respectively
belonging to I! \W+ and V+ and we show that S divides the product S1  S2.
Let S = (S+; S!) be an !-semigroup of V! \W+. We denote by  the canonical
morphism from S+ to the action semigroup act(S) = S+= . In order to simplify the
notation, we denote by _s the image s for any element s of S+.
Dene the !-semigroup S1 by S1 = (S+; D^) where D^ is the set of D-classes of the
semigroup S+. Dene the map s 7! s! from S+ to D^ by setting s!=D(s) where D(s)
is the D-class of s. The equation (sn)! is obviously satised. Take the trivial action of
S+ on D^, i.e., sD=D for any s 2 S+ and D 2 D^. The equation s(ts)!=(st)! is satised
since idempotents (st) and (ts) are D-equivalent. By denition of the left action, the
!-semigroup S1 belongs to I!. It also belongs to W+ since S+ belongs to W.
Dene the !-semigroup S2 by S2 = (S+= ; [S+= ) where [S+=  is the set of con-
jugacy classes of linked pairs of S+= . If we denote by [s; e] the conjugacy class of
the linked pair (s; e), the map t 7! t! and the left action are respectively dened for
any t 2 S+=  and for any linked pair (s; e) by
t! = [t; t] and t[s; e] = [ts; e]:
By construction, the !-semigroup S2 belongs to V+.
Dene the !-semigroup T as the !-subsemigroup of S1  S2 generated by the set
of pairs f(s; _s) j s 2 S+g. Since f(s; _s) j s 2 S+g is a subsemigroup of (S1  S2)+, the
+-part of T is exactly this subsemigroup. By construction, the !-semigroup T belongs
then to the variety (I! \W+) _ V+. We claim that S is a quotient of T . This will
complete the proof of the theorem.
We non construct a morphism from T onto S. Dene the semigroup morphism ’
from T+ to S+ by setting (s; _s)’= s. We claim that this semigroup morphism can be
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Fig. 4. D-classes of ei and _ei .
extended into an !-semigroup morphism from T into S. This extension is also denoted
by ’. Every element of T! is of the form (s; _s)(e; _e)! where ((s; _s)(e; _e)) is a linked pair
of the semigroup T+. In order to extend the morphism ’, we set ((s; _s)(e; _e)!)’= se!.
This extends the morphism ’ if we prove that this denition is consistent. We must
indeed verify that if two linked pairs ((s1; _s1)(e1; _e1)) and ((s2; _s2)(e2; _e2)) satisfy the
equality (s1; _s1)(e1; _e1)! = (s2; _s2)(e2; _e2)! in T , the equality s1e!1 = s2e
!
2 also holds
in S.
We now suppose that the equality (s1; _s1)(e1; _e1)! = (s2; _s2)(e2; _e2)! holds in T .
By denition, this is equivalent to s1e!1 = s2e
!
2 in S1 and _s1 _e
!
1 = _s2 _e
!
2 in S2. The
former equality is equivalent to e1De2 in S+ and the latter says that the linked pairs
( _s1; _e1) and ( _s2; _e2) are conjugated in S+= . Since e1De2, there are two elements
x1 and x2 of S+ such that x1 2 R(e1) \ L(e2); x2 2 R(e2) \ L(e1); x1x2 = e1 and
x2x1 = e2 (see Fig. 4). Since the linked pairs ( _s1; _e1) and ( _s2; _e2) are conjugated in
S+= , there are two elements _x01 and _x02 of S+=  such that _x01 2 R( _e1) \ L( _e2); _x02 2
R( _e2)\L( _e1); _s1 _x01= _s2; _x01 _x02= _e1 and _x02 _x01= _e2 (see also Fig. 4). Since x1 belongs to the
H-class R(e1)\L(e2) in S+, the image _x1 of x1 belongs to the H-class R( _e1)\L( _e2).
We now use the fact that the semigroup S+=  is aperiodic. The H-classes of S+= 
only have one element. We have then the equality _x01 = _x1 and _x
0
2 = _x2 (see Fig. 4).
We can now prove that s1e!1 = s2e
!
2 . We have s1e
!
1 = s1(x1x2)
!= s1x1(x2x1)!= s1x1e!2 .
Since _x01 = _x1, we have _s1 _x1 = _s2. Both elements s1x1 and s2 have then the same left
action of the element e!2 of S!. We nally have s1e
!
1 = s2e
!
2 in S. The extension of
morphism ’ is thus well-dened. This morphism is onto and the !-semigroup S is a
quotient of T and belongs to the variety (I! \W+) _ V+.
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